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SA Coaching News began as an idea that both partners had been toying with for some time. Sue Grafton says that “Ideas are easy. It’s the
execution that separates the sheep from the goats” Well, we can certainly attest to that, as what started out as a WhatsApp conversation
on 27th November 2018 has turned into a reality in just over 6
weeks—thanks enormously to Dr Sunny Stout-Rostron, Belinda Davies,
Dr Mongezi Makhalima, Dr Paddy Pampallis, and John Paisley for being
willing, generous and supportive contributors to the inaugural edition.
So, having moved from being sheep to goats (we’re not quite sure how
complimentary this particular comparison is), we are enormously
proud to bring you Volume 1, Issue 1 of SA Coaching News in January
2019—as we move into the year of the Earth Pig! Interestingly, goats
are considered an “earth” zodiacal sign in the Chinese zodiac so we
trust that this will be an auspicious year for our publication.
We would like to encourage you to use 2019 to bring one of your
dreams to fruition. Do what it takes to make it happen: find a great
partner, explore your options, make commitments to actions—and
keep them, and break your dream down into manageable chunks so
that you can have the satisfaction of ticking off your own milestones,
like we have. Johan Wolfgang Goethe, the great philosopher inspires
when he says: “Daring ideas are like chessmen moved forward. They
may be beaten, but they may start a winning game”
In the meantime, we hope that SA Coaching News will become one of
your essential resources in building and continuously improving your
coaching practice, skills, knowledge and awareness of what is available
out there. We also aim to ensure that you stay abreast of development in South Africa, on the African continent and globally and have
reached out to experienced experts to bring you informative and educational content.
Please don’t hesitate to send us feedback on what you are interested
in learning about, or what you would like to see in the magazine: this
is, after all, our collective industry and profession and in choosing to
self-regulate both in South Africa and internationally, we have chosen
to retain control over our destinies and professional futures. You’re
welcome to drop a mail to editor@sacoachingnews.co.za
Wishing you a successful 2019, and that your ideas—moved forward—
start a winning game.

Your partners in coaching excellence,
Jacques and Megan
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refusal.
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Where are we now?
An Updated Overview of the South
African Coaching Industry
In 2013 I wrote the following about the South African
coaching industry:
The South African coaching and mentoring industry is a fragmented and unregulated work environment with no entry
barriers. Industry standards and quality
are undefined and dependent on a myriad of coaching training institutions, of
which only one, the University of Stellenbosch, is registered with and quality assured by the National Qualifications Act.
The result is a mixed bag of coaching approaches, philosophies and methodologies which are not necessarily grounded
in evidence-based practice. Thus, the industry is characterised by market confusion and an influx of untrained or poorly
trained practitioners.
Five years later I thought it might be appropriate to review the industry again by asking my friend Google
about it.
The 1st page of Googling Coaching in South Africa provides links to two coaching bodies (COMENSA and the
ICF), a large online coach directory, and several coach
training organisations and coaching companies, continued on the 2nd page. This 1st page in essence covers most
of the stakeholders and supply chain in the coaching industry (coach trainers – coaches – the customer, both
private and organisations). For the customer/buyer looking for coaches – a directory and coaching companies;
for the coach – a home to belong to; and organisations
where coaches can be trained and educated at.
Each of these broad stakeholders can of course be subdivided into more categories. And then there is one
more organisation that declared itself as a stakeholder in
the service industry – the South African government. In
2011, the CEO of the Services SETA, Dr Ivan Blumenthal,
said this during a debate on professionalisation:
Our stance is this: Unless a body of practi-

tioners is accountable either to an organisation or a network of organisations, … and
unless the practitioners are accountable to
these associations, we are not in a position
to hold them morally accountable and more
importantly, accountable for their behaviour, not just their performance.
But more on this stakeholder a bit later. Let’s have a look
at the 1st category of stakeholders, the coaching bodies
representing coaches. The largest of these seems to be
COMENSA (Coaches and Mentors of South Africa). A
quick scan of the member directory lists about 526
members, although similar to the ICF below, not all
members may be listed in their directory. COMENSA was
launched in 2006 as “an inclusive, umbrella professional
association for individual and corporate providers, buyers
and trainers of coaching and mentoring services”. The
ICF (International Coach Federation) labels itself as “the
leading global organization dedicated to advancing the
coaching profession by setting high standards, providing
independent certification and building a worldwide network of trained coaching professionals”. Their member
directory lists 180 South African coaches, but a “ICF Credential Fact Sheet Oct2018” found online claims a membership of 354, about 1.14% of their worldwide membership of about 31,081 in October 2018.
A further Google search results in two other coaching
bodies. IMCSA (Institute of Management Consultants
and Master Coaches South Africa) was originally inaugurated in 1972 as a certifying body for management consultants in South Africa. Their information pack is not
clear on when Master Coach was added. Master Coach
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membership includes business coaches, internal coaches
or academics in the field of coaching. It is also unclear
what the IMCSA’s membership is, because their business
card listing is only available to members.
The ABCCCP (Africa Board for Coaching, Consulting and
Coaching Psychology) was created in 2012 by a few people concerned with the development of leaders in Africa.
They want to ensure the credibility of coaches and consultants across the African continent. Their online directory lists 28 members in total, but the directory’s listing
for coaches was not operational at the time I visited it.
The next body with members related to coaching is the
Interest Group in Coaching and Consulting Psychology
(IGCCP SA) of SIOPSA (Society for Industrial and Organisational Psychology of South Africa). This interest group
was originally formed in 2006 for Consulting Psychologists and Coaching Psychology was incorporated in 2009.
Their list of coaching practitioners includes 18 members.
There seems to be a few other international bodies with
South African representation, although the numbers
seem to be quite small. As example, the WABC
(Worldwide Association of Business Coaches) focuses
exclusively on business coaches, since its inception in
1997. Their online directory lists only 3 South African
members. The EMCC (European Mentoring and Coaching
Council) lists only one South African member and the AC
(Association for Coaching) lists 5.

al, NLP, HeartMath, InnerLifeSkills, New Insights, perspective, neuro coaching, entrepreneurship, HR and OD,
business, integrative, psychology, leadership, communications, etc. Education in coaching is provided mostly by
universities and some independent education providers.
Some are accredited by the NQF, such as Towerstone’s
Advanced Diploma in Leadership Coaching (NQF 7), the
South African College of Applied Psychology’s (SACAP)
Postgraduate Diploma in Coaching (NQF 8), the University of Stellenbosch Business School’s MPhil in Management Coaching (NQF 9), the University of Johannesburg’s
MPhil in Leadership Coaching (NQF 9). There is another
master’s in coaching at Wits Business School (MM in the
field of Business Executive Coaching), although the degree is not accredited by the NQF. Both GIBS (Gordon
Institute of Business Science) at the University of Pretoria and the Centre for Coaching at the University of Cape
Town Graduate School of Business offer courses accredited through organisations such as the ICF and the
Health Professionals Council of South Africa (HPCSA).
The 4th stakeholder is the government. SAQA (the South
African Qualifications Authority) developed a policy and
criteria for the recognition of professional bodies in
South Africa. The policy and criteria allow professional
bodies to implement quality assurance and industry
standards in the NQF environment. The following comes
from the policy:

The recognition of professional bodies will
The 2nd category of stakeholders – the coaches – is difficontribute to strengthening social responcult to describe. An online directory found through
siveness and accountability within profesGoogle – www.coachdirectory.co.za – shows the prolifsions and promoting pride in association for
eration of the types of coaches. Personal coaches have
all professions. Redress is a key imperative
the opportunity to classify them in any of 35 categories;
in the South African policy and regulatory
Business coaches have 11 categories available to them.
environment and the NQF is no exception. It
The coaches’ training is based on anything from literally
is critical that perceptions of exclusionary
a 3-day coaching course, through to 1 or 2-year post
practices be addressed upfront and that prograduate course, master’s degrees and doctorates. Many
fessions do not apply unjust policies and
coaches do have other forms of training and education,
practices in regard to who gains access to a
completed before their careers took them into coaching.
profession.
This includes various short courses and degrees in fields
The policy allows for two approaches to regulation –
such as marketing, business science, psychology, MBAs,
statutory and non-statutory (i.e. self-regulation). SAQA
mathematics, engineering, and doctorates in technology
has so far recognised 89 non-statutory and 17 statutory
and interdisciplinary studies.
bodies. Two coaching bodies are recognised by SAQA as
The 3rd stakeholder group is in coach training and educa- professional bodies – COMENSA and the IMCSA.
tion. The various coaching bodies lists coach training COMENSA has 3 professional designations available for
companies which also includes a wide range of fields – their members – COMENSA Credentialised Practitioner
ontological coaching, Integral, systemic, transformation6

(CCP), COMENSA Senior Practitioner (CSP) and COMENSA Master Practitioner (CMP). The IMCSA has one for
coaches – Certified Master Coach (MC). Each of these
designations has criteria to achieve, before the body’s
members can be awarded to them. It includes items
such as coaching of a certain number of hours, coach
training of a certain number of hours, the availability of
references, passing online questionnaires or completion
of assignment studies, showing competence against behavioural standards, a commitment to CPD, and adherence to a code of conduct/ethics.
Apart from small differences in detail between these two
bodies (e.g. the # hours required per designation level),
two items stand out. The IMCSA requires an undergraduate degree, or its equivalent as a requirement, and the
designation may be awarded through RPL (recognition of
prior learning). COMENSA’s designations do not require
any specific degree – they focus on coach specific training hours (60, 120 and 200 hours respectively). Also,
COMENSA’s three designations may not be awarded
through RPL.
With reference to my opening statement, the SA coaching industry might not be so fragmented, depending on
which perspective we take, and it is now a semiregulated environment. Keep in mind that self-regulation

does not provide for industry regulation like statutory
regulation does. It focuses on a professional body’s ability to regulate their members only, and only their professional membership component. For the same reason
there are still no entry barriers. With self-regulation
there is an increase in defined standards, with the intent
of an increase in quality. Standards are therefore no
longer dependant on coaching training bodies only.
There is still a mixed bag of coaching approaches, but
with an increase in academic coaching research more
will be grounded in evidence-based practice. Perhaps the
market confusion is on the decrease.

This is a general overview of what can be found on the
internet about the South African coaching industry.
Much more can be said about each stakeholder, so
watch this space.

About the Author:
Jacques is a qualified executive coach and management
consultant, working with clients across South Africa. His
niche is in transition coaching and he loves working with
people searching for meaning and purpose. He is chairperson of COMENSA’s Research Portfolio Committee and
a COMENSA Senior Practitioner (CSP).
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Coaching 2020 and what to do to prepare for it:
An Interview with Dr Sunny Stout-Rostron
As one of the global
leaders and pioneers
in the coaching profession both globally
and in South Africa,
we are privileged to
bring you an interview with the founding President of the
largest professional coaching body in South Africa. We
asked Dr Sunny Stout-Rostron to look back over the
years, to give her perspective on a number of emerging
global trends, research and what coaches and professional bodies need to do to prepare for the future.

SACN: In 2016, you wrote the following for the series of
10th anniversary articles that COMENSA did featuring the
founding members of COMENSA. We thought it would
be interesting to re-visit these questions just over two
years later to see if/what has changed since then. Do
you have anything to add or amend?

What motivated you to become a founding member of
COMENSA?

What were your expectations, hopes and dreams for
COMENSA?
SSR 2016: That it would become a professional body for
coaches and mentors recognised by the other professional bodies worldwide. This has happened. Also, that it
would serve the needs of the coaches and mentors in
South Africa with a professional framework to support,
educate and provide continuing professional development for the coaches and mentors.
SSR 2019: I would add that my hopes were that we
would work more closely in alignment with the international professional bodies, especially having invested so
much time and effort into building the relationship between COMENSA and the international bodies.

What special memories do you have of those early days
as a pioneer of the profession in South Africa?

SSR 2016: There was a sense of inclusion, passion, excitement and interest to not only build a professional
body for coaches and mentors in South Africa – but to be
part of the growing development of the discipline worldwide. This has happened.

SSR 2019: I would only add that what I described above
in 2016 happened in the beginning and my hope would
SSR 2016: When I first arrived in South Africa, there was
be for that passion and interest to be re-ignited. The
a small number of coaches, most of whom had not ever
single most important way to do this is through quality
had any serious education or training to become a
leadership from all parts of COMENSA, and we need licoach. I began my doctorate in 2002 and as part of it was
aising and working closely with the academic institutions
a supervisor to the Master’s students studying through
in terms of research and putting on events suitable for
Middlesex University to become executive coaches. It
coaches at all levels.
was at this time that I began to facilitate meetings with
existing and studying coaches. There were about 50 in
number – and gradually we began to create an informal
professional body of coaches in South Africa. I spent four
years and brought in about 20 others to help create a
constitution, ethical framework and supervision framework. Gradually over the years we developed a chapter
in Cape Town, Johannesburg and Durban. We launched
formally in 2006 with an elected ExCo nationally, and
officers for each chapter.
COMENSA’s first Executive Committee (2006)
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Where to next? What do you think COMENSA needs to One of the advantages for internal coaches of working
focus on in terms of delivering on its promises?
within a team is that they are not working individually
and therefore confidentiality is not compromised – as
SSR 2016: COMENSA must continue to provide profeslong as everyone involved commits to confidentiality
sional development for coaches and mentors in South
around what happens in the room. I would think that it
Africa – and they need to play a bigger part in the worldwould be a very good thing for internal coaches to be
wide discipline. Particularly providing research into orproperly trained in team coaching. Also, more and more
ganisational coaching, supervision and the development
businesses are going with internal coaches. They have
of internal coaches. What has been lost somewhat is
their suite of external coaches but they are increasingly
that initial camaraderie and the sense of creating and
using their HR and OD people internally.
belonging to a professional body that makes a substantial difference to the disciplines of coaching and mentoring. We need to re-ignite that.
SACn: And now for some new questions:
SSR 2019: The development of internal and team coaches should be a key focus area for COMENSA right now.
We now face not only having to train and develop coach- As an acknowledged leader in the global coaching ines who can work in the spheres of life, business, execu- dustry, how would you describe your journey through
the early days of coaching, and what keeps you coming
tive and leadership but also need to develop coaches
back for more?
(both internal and external) who can work effectively
with teams. When you work with executives, you have SSR 2019: I wasn’t too sure how to answer this and my
to be able to facilitate group process, but facilitation is
answer doesn’t really suit the question. In the early days
not the same as team coaching. This is the next area to of coaching (and I started working as a coach in 1991),
be developed and I’m particularly excited about team
we didn’t know we were coaching. We thought we were
coaching, having just written a book on team coaching
coaching but we were only just starting to have more
and how to go about doing it.
and more one-on-one conversations with leaders, team

Because corporate budgets are increasingly tight, more
and more very senior executive teams are having team
coaching – sometimes, and sometimes not in alignment
with individual coaching. So, if internal coaches are going to be working with executives and their teams, then
they need to be properly trained to do so because team
coaching is more than just process work, group facilitation and training.

leaders and executives. We were more mentors – or
team leader mentors.

Gradually, team leaders would ask to have a one-on-one
conversation over coffee. I started to think: I’m doing
something, but what is it? Of course, there was no training for coaching in those days. Our only frame of reference was sports coaching, and what we were doing was

It is helping the teams to identify their common goals,
where they are in terms of these goals, building relationships, what’s working and what’s not working, dealing with toxicity in the system, identifying where the
team is stuck, why they are stuck and how they are collectively going to get un-stuck, working out their team
agreements, how they’re working within the system,
what’s happening systemically, what’s happening within
the system that needs to be resolved – and some of this
can be done by internal coaches, but some of it not.
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more commonly known as mentoring. But something
was working, so those of us who were working with individuals and teams in this capacity went for psychological
training because we needed to understand what it was
about what we were doing that was working – because
we did not know why it was working and why there was
this need for it.

What we found was that this new way of working with
people was needed because people were increasingly
looking for more meaning in their work, they were looking to get a greater understanding of their own behaviour and developing self-awareness around themselves,
understand how their people and their teams were experiencing them and that kind of understanding didn’t
happen in training.

because we weren’t psychologists.

Psychologists on the other hand, who were beginning to
have sessions with people who wanted something other
than therapy, and didn’t know what to do about it – they
were trained to diagnose and interpret but coaching isn’t
about diagnosing and interpreting. It’s about learning,
developing self-awareness and awareness of how you
engage with others, your impact and influence on the
system and the values, culture and so on in the organisation, and being able to identify systemically what was
going on and where toxicity in the system was coming
from.

All of this was happening, but we didn’t understand it so
we first went for psychological training and then we
went back for Masters and Doctorates, underpinned by
Although we had some rudimentary personality profiling clinical psychology which started to build this body of
tools, they didn’t have the depth and sophistication that knowledge in the mid-1990’s. It was at this point that
they have nowadays, and we weren’t trained in dealing psychologists started to claim coaching as their own, and
at depth with the human psyche and human behaviour then there was this awakening that it didn’t really belong
10

with therapy and psychology. It also didn’t necessarily
belong with HR or leadership development and it began
to be seen as something that was akin to leadership development, but nobody really knew where to put it.

are you observing?

SSR 2019: I spent a few weeks recently in Australia focusing on this. We’ve gone from individual coaching (life,
business and executive coaching) and started to branch
out into all different types of coaching. Then this new
thing emerged called team coaching, and our own Lloyd
Today, we understand that coaching is a system within
Chapman was really one of the first people to put his
itself, underpinned by experiential learning, adult learnfinger on what team coaching actually was and so his
ing, cognitive behavioural psychology, systemic thinking,
book (Integrated Experiential Coaching) is a particularly
existential phenomenology, family systems therapy, and
good one and worth referencing here.
much more. But in the early days, we were literally
groping in the dark and gradually the light began to
come through as we created Masters’ programmes and
The other part of the journey has been the development
doing research. It was really the advent of the Global
of the professional bodies and they have been instruCoaching Convention (GCC) in Dublin that lit the fire unmental in developing curricula, Masters and Doctoral
der coaching world-wide.
programmes, and promoting research. We’ve got the
Institute of Coaching at Harvard McLean with leaders of
the calibre of Carol Kauffman and David Lane that startIt was the work done globally at the GCC with coaches
ed as a result of the GCC and are going from strength to
around the world that opened conversations about
strength as one of the most interesting of the profeswhere coaching was, what research was being done –
sional bodies – although they don’t credential coaches.
and needed to be done, what needed to be studied and
They provide funding for research and hold their annual
forming the basis of a coaching qualification, what were
conference where they showcase the work done within
the ethics for coaches, was there such a thing coaching
their four arms: positive psychology, executive coaching,
supervision. The GCC opened the door for professional
health and wellness, and research. They have kept alive
bodies to start thinking about what needed to be includthe idea that positive psychology underpins coaching
ed in coaching qualifications.
and that research is incredibly important to help and
develop coaches and the coaching profession.
So, this is the journey of coaching which parallels my
own journey, and what keeps me coming back for more?
It’s such an amazing profession to be in: you’re working
with people, you’re helping people, your age is not an
issue in this profession - as the older and more experienced you get in this profession, the better you become
as a coach as long as you continue to learn and develop
yourself.

I think the most important thing to keep in mind is continuing to learn, and focussing on your own professional
development as a coach because that is what separates
out the great coaches: continual commitment to their
own learning journey. If you don’t keep learning, you’re
not going to remain a good coach.

What has fallen by the wayside a little bit is life coaching
and people are rather calling themselves career coaches.
Business and executive coaching on the other hand continues to grow, but organisations are capping the fees
that they are willing to pay and they want to see results.
They are also developing suites of coaches, so now we
are moving towards coaches working together as a
group or working for an organisation that provides a
suite of coaches into an organisation, and it’s becoming
much harder for an individual coach, working alone, to
be successful. You need to become part of a group of
coaches or belong to a suite of coaches.

This change will continue because coaching is becoming
increasingly commoditised and organisations are becomWith your global experience and perspective, where do ing more vigilant of what they are prepared to pay. Also,
you see coaching going in the near future – what trends because of the burgeoning body or number of coaches in
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every country (and the continuing commoditisation of
coaching), coaches are increasingly being required to
have a post-graduate degree in order to work in the corporate world. In addition to this, organisations are
starting to supervise their own coaches, and coaching is
being run through the HR and OD departments of large
organisations.

Team coaching is another big trend. Coaching for leadership development is another big trend so coaching is
not going to fall off the radar for leadership development. Executive coaching is being used for leadership
development in alignment with team coaching and all
the other leadership development processes being used
by OD in an organisation.

In addition to this, we are now turning out so many Masters and PhD coaches that, while we are getting really
good research and building the body of knowledge, we
are potentially academicizing coaching – and we don’t
want to make coaches academics. Plus, students may be
really great Masters and PhD students, but that doesn’t
necessarily mean that they will be good coaches. So, my
worry is that we don’t over emphasise this trend of
training up academic coaches, but that we do continue
the trend of producing high calibre research for the profession.

As long as coaching exists, people will always be jumping
on the coaching bandwagon and this is going to continue
until something usurps coaching. We don’t know what it
is, but then we didn’t recognise what coaching was in
the early days until it usurped mentoring and consulting.

The other growing trend is virtual or online coaching.
It’s a worrying trend because these coaches may not be
put through the same rigour and scrutiny that happens
when coaches are contracted by organisations. This area
I do believe that leaders, executives and managers will
in particular has the potential to become the domain of
continue to have a need for trusted advisors. The need
“cowboy” coaches in the absence of careful regulation
for leaders, executives and managers to have help in
and education of the unsuspecting public.
dealing with people, behavioural and interpersonal issues will remain as long as leaders and managers are
promoted for their technical expertise and not their abilWhat challenges do you foresee for coaches and coachity to deal with people. However, as these managers
ing in (1) South Africa and (2) worldwide?
and leaders mature, they too go for coaching certificaI think we’ve already covered a lot of the challenges:
tions as they realise that they need more tools to manfees, credentialing of coaches and accreditation of train- age people and behavioural issues.
ing providers, online or virtual coaching which has the
potential to undermine the quality and calibre of coaching. Also coaches not committing to continuing profes- Coaching is also going to remain a career into which peosional development and their own learning and growth ple migrate at the end of their working lives, or after reremains a challenge.
trenchment and be seen as a means of giving back, making a contribution or working with purpose
and meaning. Coaching will continue to be a
2nd, 3rd or 4th career change.

What can (1) coaches and (2) coaching professional bodies do to prepare for the future?
Coaching professional bodies need to work
more closely with each other and collaborate
more. They should be setting the standards
and providing (where it falls within their mandate) good quality training and development
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events because it is executives who are speaking, not
coaches. It gives coaches the opportunity to learn what
clients are looking for, and what challenges they face in
using coaching.

I think creativity is needed, especially where you have a
voluntary Exco, to find solutions that do not take up time
and money. Events are the big deal for any coaching
professional body. If they aren’t going to offer quality
events, what are they going to do instead? Events get
coaches together and that’s a really good thing.

and professional services for coaches.

They need to continue to offer conferences, remain in
touch with research being done in their country or countries, and possibly be providing coaching journals and
publications. They need to be at the forefront of what is
happening in their own country or countries in terms of
coaching. For example, COMENSA and ICF SA need to be
leading the way in ensuring that coaches are being
properly developed in South Africa.

Coaches need to belong to professional bodies (possibly
more than one) and they must continually up their game
and remain current by doing new certifications and
getting different qualifications if they want to remain
relevant and at the top of their game. Coaches need to
be constantly learning.

Has there been any recent research that has made a
particular impact on you? Can you describe it and explain why you think it is so important to the coaching
world?

There are two pieces of research that have made an impact on me, and I’ve been involved in both of them. The
one is the book that GIBS published on research called
Women Leaders in Emerging Markets for which I did a
The other thing that coaches and professional bodies
chapter on women in education. Each chapter repreneed to avoid is falling foul of the toxicity that we see in
sented a year’s worth of research and what was interorganisations. Here I refer to toxicity or relationship
esting about it was that we interviewed women in
problems. Coaches should have a deep understanding
emerging markets and developing countries around the
about relationship systems intelligence to avoid falling
world to explore what leadership model these women
out with each other and with professional bodies. We
are working to. What I found was that women are deshould be working together. Where coaching bodies are
veloping their own leadership model which is an integrarun by volunteers, they need to make partnering and
tion of the best of men and the best of women.
collaboration a strategic imperative to avoid volunteer
burn-out.
The second piece of research is what I have just done
with Gordon Spence on the delayed or “sleeper” effects
Bodies like COMENSA should have senior leaders who
of coaching which will be published in Coaching: An Inare not only operating as part of coaching suites to execternational Journal of Research, Theory and Practice in
utives and leaders, but are also aware of which compaFebruary 2019. We looked at coaching that was done in
nies are using coaching. COMENSA should be inviting
corporates, working a year down the road to see what
those companies to come and speak at events and share
the people who had received the coaching were still uswhat they are doing in their organisations as far as
ing, and what effects remained. Both were extremely
coaching is concerned. People will attend those kinds of
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interesting pieces of work.

last 6 – 7 years.

How have these observations and experiences informed your coaching practice?

You’ve developed not one, but two new coaching models that are included in your new book. Describe them
and how they differ from, or complement existing models and frameworks.

The GIBS research with women leaders gave great insights into what support women in leadership positions
need. The book is a valuable resource for anyone working with women in positions of leadership. This has substantially impacted my knowledge of what women leaders need, which is different from what men need and
I’ve become more aware of the degree to which they
don’t talk about how working in a man’s world impacts
on them, and what is holding them back and where they
need help.

The result of the research on the delayed effects of
coaching has shown us that there are delayed effects in
coaching. We would like to do more research to prove
it. I stay in touch with a lot of my former clients and
have discussed this research with them, so it has really
opened my eyes as to how people go on to use their
coaching and the impact that it continues to make on
their lives.

The one model is what I do in the team coaching session
itself, and the other is an over-arching model for how
the team coaching works over a 12-month period.

With the more than 30 years’ experience and expertise
in coaching that you have now, as a leader in the field
internationally, what advice would you give to someone considering a career in coaching?
•Continually develop yourself,
•Understand what is motivating you to work as a

trusted adviser or in any capacity that you work
with your clients,
•Develop more self-awareness,
•Understand that it is about them and not about

you,
•If you’re working in business stay abreast of what

Your latest book on Team Coaching is literally hot off
the press. What inspired you to write this book, and
what need do you believe it fulfils?
It’s based on my research over the last 6 – 7 years and
I’ve come up with a model that I’ve been using, have fine
-tuned and honed over the years, because the teams
that I’ve been working with using this model have all
shown great results. I’ve been working with several other people and we have been bringing our way of working
together – which I talk about in the book. In conjunction
with the other people that I work with, this has evolved
as my way of working with teams.

is happening in the financial, economic and business markets so that you can understand the complexity of your clients’ environments, and
•Understand everything about your clients.

Sunny Stout-Rostron is founder of Sunny Stout-Rostron
Associates CC, a founding Director of People Quotient
(Pty) Ltd, an Advisory Board Director with the Professional Development Foundation UK (PDF), a Founding
Fellow and Research Advisor at the Institute of Coaching
at McLean Hospital (a Harvard Medical School Affiliate)
and Founding President of Coaches and Mentors of
South Africa (COMENSA). Stout-Rostron coaches internationally.

I did a number of team-coaching certifications, including
ORSC (Organisational Relationships Systems Coaching),
SACn: The book, Transformation Coaching to Lead CulPeter Hawkins’ Systemic Team Coaching, RSI work that
I’m doing with Creina Schneier, and I’m excited because turally Diverse Teams is due out in February 2019 and
can be pre-ordered by following this link.
this is based on the work that I’ve been doing over the
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Reflecting on our coaching practice: The
privilege of coaching
By Dr Mongezi Makhalima

This the first in a series of articles touching on the being
of coaching as opposed to the doing of coaching. This
implies an explicit avoidance of the technical and mechanical aspects of coaching and focuses more on the
psychological or phenomenal elements of coaching.

What I am learning lately though, related to that study,
is that the privilege that goes with having been a coach
all these years has a great impact on our relationship and
subsequent outcomes of coaching. Now when people
select me as a coach, many do admit that over and
above my perceived competence, I am also selected for
my blackness. And there are elements that come with
this selection and attribute, beyond just my technical
competence. But there are also expectations that I might
not be able to fulfil, Projections of sorts that I am navigating at that time due to my race, age, gender, language, experience, etc. And unless I am aware of and
surface these beliefs and assumptions with the client, I
will tend to be tripped by them later in the process.

Simply explained, privilege in sociological terms refers to
a phenomenon where a specific grouping experience
Around 2002 I was an executive in one of the units of a
privileged, or “Better” treatment/benefits than most by
major bank, and when it came time for me to do a thesis virtue of their membership to that social group. Social
for my masters program, I had a choice between a prac- Privilege can come from any of the primary dimensions:
tical topic of coaching small businesses or dealing with
age, race, gender, language, etc.
what it means to be a black man who is experiencing and
As an example an old woman can experience privilege of
offering coaching. I eventually settled on the latter.
age and gender when people are automatically giving up
The subject of race, gender, age and language is at the
the chair for her and it has become “the norm” or a male
core of my identity, growing up in a country that negamay experience privilege of gender in the workplace betively discriminated against indigenous African people.
cause he is male in a male-dominated industry and it has
become “the norm” to appoint a male into that role. A
What I learned from my study at that time was that isBlack people only group switching to English as soon as
sues of race, age, gender and language matter to some
the white woman walks into the group …or this article in
extent as considerations in coaching relationships
English when my first language is Setswana.
(Makhalima,2004).
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One unconscious process that I want to address closely
here is the privilege of coaching experience (having been
coached, of coaching others and then going out into the
world of people who have not been in this kind of journey of coaching). It hit me the other day working with a
group of young adults from the rural areas of Mpumalanga that in coming into that relationship, that even
though I may meet the criteria of being black, and male
and competent ,etc, I was socially more advanced in the
attributes of possibility thinking, initiative as well as optimism. And while these constructs are now very easy for
me to implement, I realised it is easy to lose the fact that
the client's perspective is many steps behind mine as a
coach.

men, women, People With Disabilities, etc, unless the
coach does a deliberate reflection of their own social
privilege, they are likely to be entangled in these energies as they nevertheless play themselves out in real life.
Our unconscious biases, informed by social privilege, are
unlikely to disappear because we edict it.
About the Author:

Mongezi C. Makhalima is an organisation development
specialist, organisational learning expert, Motivational
Speaker Entrepreneur & Chartered Executive Coach with
over 20 years of working with organisations and leadership in corporate and NGO’s. He is a Chairperson of the
Africa Board for Coaching, Consulting and Coaching Psychology (ABCCCP) and the MD of the Africa Centre for
For example many coaches may come into the coaching
Work-Based Learning in Pretoria. Mongezi is passionate
relationship with the privilege of overcoming/possibility.
about working with inspiring leaders and entrepreneurs
And because of this privilege it may be difficult to underand uses his deep knowledge of leadership and the psystand why many people don't "get up and go" or "do
chology of organisations towards a sustainable Africa.
what they have to do". This is so because they are where
His full profile can be seen at http://www.abcccp.com/
we may have been many years before we received/
experienced coaching.
It is at this point that it is important as a coach to
exercise humility to the process and go beyond
the techniques of coaching to the phenomenological skills that enable the client to emerge.
The coaches privilege brings with it the power
that can quickly turn into an egotistical advantage
that may hinder the coaching process and positive
coaching outcomes. This privilege is even more
likely to become more pronounced if it co-exists
with other forms of privilege: Race, Age, Language
and gender etc. The advantages that accrue to
you by a mere virtue of you belonging to a particular social group.
In South Africa particularly with our history of racism, how much of your race as a coach comes
loaded with beliefs and assumptions that might
hinder the being of the coach in a helpful way?
How much of my maleness may come loaded with
all the unearned advantages and therefore experientially uninformed perspectives about womanhood?
I know, I know, many of the people reading this
will quip that we should get over labels. It is an
attractive ideal. But given the social pressure on
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Evidence-Based Practice: an Intro
By Jacques Myburgh
Introduction
Evidence-based practice and evidence-based coaching is
close to my heart. By nature, I have a sceptical approach,
which means that if something sounds to good to be
true, I want to see the evidence for it. And even if something just sounds true, most often I also want to have a
look at the evidence, because I find the evidence so interesting. Sometimes the evidence does not support the
apparently true things, which then feeds back on my
sceptical nature.
EBP from a coach’s perspective:

So EBP relies on three concepts – using the best availaEvidence in this sense is as defined in evidence-based ble knowledge you have access to; integrate this with
practice. It includes the findings and results of academic your experience and expertise; adapt it to the client’s
research, but also the trends noticed by, and reflected situation.
upon, professional practitioners. Anthony Grant in 2016 If you really want to dig deeper into EBP, Stober and
distinguished between Empirical Evidence and Profes- Grant wrote a book “Evidence Based Coaching Handsional Wisdom in his article ‘What constitutes evidence- book” available on Takealot
based coaching? A two-by-two framework for distinEBP from an HR perspective:
guishing strong from weak evidence for coaching’. With
this he validated the experiential wisdom and knowledge If you are reading this from a role in Human Resources,
of professional practitioners.
Dr. Laske and Associates provides the following as guidance:
Although done quite a while ago, Stober, Wildflower and
Drake (2006) wrote an accessible article on the topic •
Actively support the movement toward evidence
“Evidence-Based Practice: A potential approach to effecbased coaching, by doing your own qualitative and
tive coaching”. They describe EBP thus:
quantitative longitudinal research on effects of
coaching.
“As such, EBP is not following a rigid proto•
Begin to look at ´human capital´ as not primarily
col to avoid ‘flying by the seat of your
defined by present performance, but (measurable)
pants’. It requires a (very) thoughtful apdevelopmental potential.
proach in evaluating what is known about
•
Rethink HR as "capability management," using not
different techniques, what our experience
only behavioral, but developmental (prognostic),
tells us, and what our client specifically
assessments.
needs in order to achieve success. Practi•
Look at coaches as experts in human potential cationers using an evidence-based approach
pability, not just promoters of "performance."
must be able to evaluate theory and re•
Require of coaches a documentation of their evisearch for applicability and utility in their
dence based training credentials, or ability as scicoaching, integrate this knowledge with
entist-practitioners, beyond nominal (ICF or IAC)
their own expertise in practice, skillfully
certification, "personality," and "experience."
weave their approach with their client’s
•
Acknowledge that coaching is a stratified world,
needs, values and preferences and, finally,
not a ´flatland,´ with levels of coaching effectiveassess their intervention’s effectiveness for
ness depending on coaches´ level of adult develthe client and the coaching relationship.”
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opment over the lifespan.
Acknowledge that coaching has "time release" effects
that may occur long after coaching proper has ended, thus distinguishing between ROI and CoachingROI.
Begin distinguishing between behavioral change and developmental advance, focusing on the latter (since it
grounds the former).
Be prepared to assess, on grounds of capability, which of
the five delivery points of coaching-external coaches,
internal coaches, managers, HR staff, peers-promise
to be most effective in your company, using developmental (not just behavioral) assessments.
Go beyond offering coaching based on "best practices" (or "one size fits all"), to evidence based coaching, grounded in assessing clients´ idiosyncratic developmental potential.
Where to find the evidence?
We don’t all have access to the top academic journals
and university libraries, but there is much to be found on
Open Access Journals (OAJ). One such place is the Directory of Open Access Journals, or DOAJ. It has a search
function that can be used to direct a search to all open
access journals in their listed with the directory.
In their blog the DOAJ asked journal publishers about
their experience and trends about open access. Apart
from having an increased readership, which is what any
journal or magazine (such as SA COACHINGnews )
wants, is that they notice an increased impact of science
EBC-EnviroSCAN

Environmental scanning can be used as a strategic planning process to survey and interpret external opportunities and trends. The purpose of this section is to do a
regular scan of available research on open access journals and other sources for material related to Evidence
Based Coaching (EBC), providing the reader with a short
synopsis and a link to the original research.
The 1st is an academic paper by Ladyshewsky & Taplin
(2018) – The interplay between organisational learning
culture, the manager as coach, self-efficacy and workload, on employee work engagement (https://
doi.org/10.24384/000483). From their research:

“… the manager as coach and the organisational learning culture influence work engagement in a positive manner, however,
the manager as coach has an indirect role
in that the manager as coach influences
the organisational learning culture, which
in turn provides stronger work engagement.”
“High manager quality reduces workload,
presumably by making it easier for employees to do their job because of appropriate
instruction. This in turn has a detrimental
effect on work engagement, possibly because the challenge of making independent decisions concerning the work to be
performed has been removed.”
What do I gather from this? The better the manager, the
more then traditionally control and delegate, the less
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work engagement is. If the manager uses coaching skills,
rather than control, the learning culture improves and
work engagement increases. So next time you need to
convince a potential client that their managers need to
use coaching skills, have another look at this research.
The 2nd is an article in the SA Journal of Entrepreneurship
and Small Business Management by Brinkley & le Roux
(2018) – Coaching as a support function for potential
entrepreneurs
(https://doi.org/10.4102/
sajesbm.v10i1.99). From their research:
“Results: The study found that confusion
still exists around the concepts of coaching
and mentoring. Furthermore, it was found
that both mentoring and coaching are useful as a support function for entrepreneurs, as evidenced through the benefits
derived from the intervention. These benefits mainly include the development of
skills, particularly of 21st-century skills,
new perspectives, enhanced communication, increased self-awareness and learning, and were facilitated by learning.”

“Conclusion: Both mentoring and coaching
can benefit potential entrepreneurs; however, each form contributes different benefits. Coaching contributes to the selfdevelopment of entrepreneurs, whilst
mentoring assists in the development of
managerial functions needed to successfully start and grow a business. It is clear that
these different forms of support intervention aid in developing different skills, and

therefore, entrepreneurs should articulate
their required needs before engaging support.”
What do I gather from this? The general public may not
always understand the different roles of coaching and
mentoring. However, both are useful in their different
ways. Coaching contributed more to personal development and mentoring to the skills required for a business
start-up. My other realisation from this is that people
“coaching” entrepreneurs might actually be mentoring
them if they are not careful about their approach. I suppose this is very close to the term directive coaching (as
opposed to non-directive/pure coaching).

About the Author:
Jacques is a qualified executive coach and management
consultant, working with clients across South Africa. His
niche is in transition coaching and he loves working with
people searching for meaning and purpose. He is chairperson of COMENSA’s Research Portfolio Committee and
a COMENSA Senior Practitioner (CSP).
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Managers– And Leaders-As Coaches Toolkit:
You Can’t Fix What You Can’t See
By Belinda Davies
If you are a manager committed to leading in a coaching
way; a manager who has done some “Manager as
Coach” training or who has read and experimented prolifically with coaching as a style; a manager who sincerely
works at using a coaching approach to leading your
teams; a manager who is human, has bad days, experiences stress and pressure, and who inevitably messes up
despite your best intentions; this series of articles is for
you. In this monthly series of 12 articles, I will share
tools, techniques and practices that you can use over
time to create new default behaviours that will enable
you to live into your intentions of being a coach and creating a coaching culture in your team.
not proud of myself, but I went right back to being the
manager I had always been.”
You Can’t Fix What you Can’t See
This has happened to every manager who every tried to
“Everything was going so well. I was coaching at every
develop a new way of leading. After all, your natural
opportunity. My team seemed to be on board and enjoystyle (like your personality) is a product of both nature
ing this new way of working. Work was progressing well,
and nurture – on the one hand, your personality has a
and then the system broke and there was panic all
significant impact on your natural way of managing
around us. The board was on my boss’s back, my boss
(nature), while your experiences of being managed will
was on my back, month-end was looming, the team was
also have impacted on your style (nurture). In many
like rabbits looking into headlights and I just lost it. I’m
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ways, the easier influences to manage are those related
to your experience – you can evaluate how you have
been managed in the past and choose to adopt or reject
various practices based on your values and what you
have learned about what brings out the best in people. It
is those practices and behaviours that you default to
when you are at your worst that will trip you up.
There are multiple challenges with default behaviours
that sit within your personality. Firstly, they are often
unconscious, and you only realise you have done them
after the fact – when you go “Oh crap, I did it again!” The
second issue is that they tend to be defensive behaviours – that is, they are unconsciously intended to protect you in some way (and they may well have been very
effective in the past). If they are intended to protect you,
it implies that you are experiencing something that you
regard as a threat – to your survival, reputation or status
Thirdly, the nature of the threat you experience will vary
according to your personality – and so will the resulting
behaviour.
Personality, however, is not an excuse. As a leader, you
do not have the liberty to dismiss your bad behaviour as
“that’s just how I am”. You have a responsibility to constantly be working towards self-mastery, and selfmastery cannot come without growing your selfawareness, so how do you do this?
Personality Profiles and Emotional Intelligence Assessments
I love the enneagram – but that is only because I have
used it for years and I speak it fluently (although my
knowledge and understanding of it grows every day).
And there are also other great personality profiles such
as the Myers-Briggs Type Indicator, the Strength Deployment Inventory, DISC, INSIGHT, and many others. In addition, the Emotional and Social Competencies Index and
other emotional intelligence indices will also give useful
insight. All of these provide great insights into how you
are likely to behave under pressure – but the more useful information is WHY. Why do you behave in that way?
What is your fear – since all defensive behaviour is, by
definition, fear-based. When you understand what you
fear, and why you fear this, then you become better able
to modify your responses in terms of thoughts, emotions
and actions.
So your starting point is to understand what exactly sets
you off, and also to understand that your reactions are

not necessarily how anybody else would react. They are
based only on how you see the world – and other people
see the world differently. It is only when you change the
way that you see the world (and make meaning of the
pressure you are experiencing and what it means) that
you can start to change your responses at a deeper level.
Techniques do not work when you are under pressure
because they require you to think – and when you are
under pressure you can’t think clearly.
Reflection
In my coaching I have found myself working with a lot of
executives who struggle with anxiety that is severely impacting on their quality of life. One of the tools that
comes out of the Cognitive Behavioural school of psychology is the reflection worksheet on the following
page (with credit to psychpoint.com), which is every bit
as useful when your anxiety is episodic rather than pervasive.
Reflection is a critical aspect of how we learn. When you
have behaved badly under pressure it is because you are
feeling anxious – and your reasons for feeling anxious
are not the same as everyone else’s. It is really useful to
work through the worksheet in order to understand
what negative and unhelpful beliefs are fuelling your
anxiety, and replace them with more balanced thoughts
that will enable you to respond in a more constructive
way. If you do this every time you trip up, over time you
will change your habitual thoughts about a variety of
situations and become better as responding in a balanced way to strain and pressure are work, resulting in
being better able to continually grow as a manager
whose default style is coaching.

About the Author

Belinda Davies is a business coach with special interests
in strategy and leadership. She has been a coach since
2002, having been in the business of people development since 1986. She is a credentialed COMENSA Master
Practitioner.
Contact details:
Email belinda@leadershipsolutions.co.za
Mobile

0825519504

Website: www.leadershipsolutions.co.za
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Build Your Practice:
A 2 Minute Marketing Tip to Market Your Practice
Without Spending a Cent
By Megan Hudson
I was working with a client recently who is doing a “soft”
re-launch of her coaching consultancy. I noticed that her
WhatsApp profile showed a picture with a quotation,
and she didn't show her full name in her profile so that
the first time she sent me a WhatsApp message I couldn’t even be 100% sure who it was from—after all, there
was not profile pic and the name could have belonged to
a couple of people from my neighbourhood.

Step 3: Upload a picture of
yourself or your company
logo by clicking on the camera icon.

I remember reading some research done at Princeton
University many years ago which said something to the
effect that people were the first brands and our faces
are our logo’s.

AND DON’T FORGET TO CLICK SAVE!

Make sure you show your
full name so people know who is contacting them.
Finally, include a quick one-liner describing what you do.

About the Author:

I strongly believe that we need to “sweat our real estate” as entrepreneurs, and this particular piece of her
real estate would have lowered the temperature in my
freezer it was so far from breaking a sweat! So we had a
quick tutorial and tour of WhatsApp’s settings to sort the
situation out.

Megan has a degree in Politics and Languages, and spent
most of her early career in the fields of Marketing and
Advertising. She trained as a coach in 2002, and practiced as a coach until 2007. Megan is a qualified Ethologist, as well as having studied Psychology though
UNISA. She continues to reflect on the close similarities
If you want your WhatsApp profile to work for you while between the study of politics, and animal and human
you aren’t even aware of it (I’ve secured two clients
behaviour.
purely from my WhatsApp profile description), here are
the 3 quick and easy steps you need to follow:
Megan runs a marStep 1: Click on the 3 vertical dots in the top right hand keting consultancy,
corner when you open WhatsApp and select Settings
working with coachfrom the dropdown menu
es to market their
practices without
spending a cent, as
well as a marketing
training course
(developed in 2001)
aimed at SME’s but
tailored specifically
to Coaches & Mentors. She is also cofounder and coStep 2: On the Settings screen click on the section just
publisher of SA
under the green Settings header
Coaching News.
Megan can be contacted via email:
megan@businesszone.co.za
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Leadership and the 4th Industrial
Revolution
By Jacques Myburgh
On the 14th of Jan 2016, exactly 3 years ago Klaus
Schwab, founder and executive chairman of the World
Economic Forum (WEF) wrote about the technological
revolution that will “fundamentally alter the way we live,
work, and relate to another”. The 4thIR is sometimes described with words such as fusion of technologies, blur-

ring the lines, cyber-physical systems, breakthroughs,
robotics, AI, nanotechnology, quantum, Internet of
Things, 3D printing, disruptions. A situation where technological science catches up with science-fiction. But
th

these are the physical components of the 4 IR. What
about the human side of it?

do not want to let go of;


Co-create solutions for long-term visions;



Be open to different perspectives – where we

For the leader and manager
Dr Paddy Pampallis, founder and executive director of
the Integral+ Africa Institute™ and CEO of The Coaching
Centre wrote more on the human side of the challenge

required for the 4thIR.
“Our thinking has to evolve! And so do our conversations! So we welcome ‘disruptions’!”
“What do these conversations look like? They include
both hard and soft issues and experiences, processes,
and systems that impact our national psychology, values,
economics, social justice, education, health, generosity of
spirit, and a drive for the next levels of integration”
Paddy offers a few pointers, some of which are:




stand when we consider people and situations;


Be creative with solutions for fear, blame, denial
and aggression

“To do this we have to WAKE UP!”; “To do this we have
to GROW UP!”
In 2016 WOKE was on the shortlist of the Oxford Dictionary’s Word of the Year and Paddy’s message reminds me
of this concept. Some of the meanings attributed to
WOKE includes being alert to social injustice, being wellinformed, understand what’s really going on, past the
process of waking up, and evolved from.
“The 4D+ leader will need to be able to access the full
spectrum of human experience, both objective and sub-

Offer acknowledgement and validity for ALL points jective. This is going to require taking ‘time’ - a dirty
of view;

word in today’s world!”

Navigate through the lenses we hold as absolute

“These shifts will need to start in many areas: from

truths, our views of the world that we sometimes

matter, to mind, to spirit.”
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For the Coach

cater for this process? Do I have efficient and effective

As coach working with leaders in this space, you need to

WOKE coaching questions?

ask yourself a few questions:

For the leader and the coach – read Paddy’s article here

Regarding the 4thIR: How am I preparing my coaching

and reflect on the trends she identified. Then reflect on

practice for the disruptive words of the 4thIR? Has the
science in my coaching practice caught up with what is
happening out there? Are my coaching models, approaches and frameworks up to date with scientific

what it all means for your role as leader, your team, your
role as coach and the collective impact on society. Then
work together and in a coaching relationship and make a
difference to South Africa.

coaching research? [Read my section elsewhere on Evidence Based Practice]

About the Author:

Regarding being WOKE: As coach, do I have to be woke

before working with leaders wanting to be woke? Am I
woke? What does it mean to me and my coaching practice to be woke? Do I understand what it means not to
be woke? What process will I take a leader through to
become woke? Does my coaching model and approach

Jacques is a qualified executive coach and management
consultant, working with clients across South Africa. His
niche is in transition coaching and he loves working with
people searching for meaning and purpose. He is chairperson of COMENSA’s Research Portfolio Committee and
a COMENSA Senior Practitioner (CSP).

On Your Bookshelf
Business Coaching: Wisdom and Practice

By Dr Sunny Stout-Rostron
Reviewed by Sir John Whitmore in Coaching: An International Journal of Research, Theory and Practice
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whelm or confuse an aspiring coach, but anticipating
that, the author invites the reader not to dive right in,
secrets and the power
but to turn first to selected sections. It could also put
Sir John Whitmore PhD
off an aspiring coach by implying that to become an expert there is a huge amount to learn. I want to insert a
This book is, in my opinion, an important milestone in
statement in the book every now and again to the effect
the coaching literature and it comes at the right time,
one when coaching is maturing into an influential profes- that ‘you don’t have to
learn or know all this
sion in the mainstream. Coaching has long needed a
comprehensive guide and reference book of this nature, yet’. The truth is that you
and now it has one. Coaching must be continuously self- probably will want to
read every page anyway.
reflective, and this book will stimulate that too. It explores and explains in a readable, credible and academi- I liked the book so much
cally sound form the variety of different principles,
that I find much to praise
methods, models and responsibilities of coaches and
and little to criticise,
coaching. It lays out the field for the reader to choose
however I think the title
from, in unusual depth. It is a real quality handbook, in
sells it short. Business
the best meaning of the word.
Coaching: Wisdom and
In fact it is so packed with information that it could over- Practice’ omits the huge25

ly important public sector to which the majority of the
book is equally relevant, and where, in many countries,
coaching is being increasingly applied. To cover all the
additional coaching issues in the huge institutions of government, the civil service, healthcare, and of course education, would require another similar book, but until one
appears, this will do just fine for people who work in
those sectors. I just hope the title will not put them off.

age any departure from it? Coaching needs to be authentic, fluid, and not bound by structure.

best coaches often find themselves asking a question out
of left field, because it feels right, and such questions
frequently lead to a breakthrough, though they are seldom found in the manual. To what extent does familiarity with a particular framework consciously or unconsciously steer the coach in a certain direction, or discour-

For me the next section on Existential and Experiential
Learning was the really rich vein in this excellent book
for it entered into the deeper areas of coaching for personal development, for finding meaning and purpose
and for transformation.

The book addresses a variety of the popular models of
coaching including the one that is often attributed to me,
the GROW model. In fact it was first mooted by someone
at McKinsey in conversation with Graham Alexander
with whom I was working at the time. It was attributed
to me simply because I was the first to publish it in my
Despite the comprehensive contents pages, the first
book Coaching for Performance. Rostron describes it as
chapter elaborates by providing a half page summary of mainly a goal setting process, but I see it more as a very
the content of each chapter to enable readers to select simple sequence that can be applied to any coaching
where they want to go first, and this is also most useful if conversation. I am not trying to sell GROW here, in fact I
one wants to refer back to an earlier topic, as I did sever- think it is oversold because it is only a linear time seal times. After defining business coaching, its history and quence; it does nothing to define coaching or say what it
its many applications, the author focuses on the imis for, nor was it intended to.
portance of the coaching relationship, obviously based
I refer to GROW here simply to illustrate the pitfalls that
on emotional intelligence, both of which lie at the heart
can arise with over reliance on any such models. The
of good coaching.
simpler the model the more space there is for variations.
A very important issue is raised early in the book that
Furthermore people are readily able to adopt three or
deserves more emphasis.
four stage models as most are in this book, but if there
are more stages, they may feel stupid or inadequate for
Dr Rostron challenges the following statement made by
not being able to grasp it readily, and that is one of the
one of the coaching associations, ‘Business coaching adworst things a teacher can do to their student. I feel this
dresses the client’s development for the purpose of
to some extent with Ken Wilber’s models which feature
achieving business outcomes rather than achieving perin the book too.
sonal or career goals’.
So from the models to the psychology, Rostro's language
Alternatively, she asserts the importance of aligning the
is very accessible and not incomprehensibly academic. I
executive’s intrinsic drivers with their personal and prowish all academics realised that for their work to be usefessional goals or stress and worse may result; this is a
ful, they need to write less for their peers and more for
point with which I heartily agree. Sacrificing one’s authe rest of us, as she does. Her ability and clarity are parthentic values for those of a corporation, which far too
ticularly well demonstrated in the chapter headed Divermany people do now, is, as we have seen recently, a forsity, Culture and Gender. She addresses this difficult submula for trouble.
ject better than I have seen anywhere because it is so
As a coach I found it fascinating to then read about the
well illustrated with stories and examples that bring the
various systemic frameworks, some of which were unfa- subject alive, and are so easy to relate to. As well as remiliar to me, but I found that in most cases I would ask
counting her own experiences in South Africa and elsesimilar questions naturally without drawing them from
where, she calls upon other contributors to the chapter
any framework.
who come from a variety of cultural backgrounds. I
found it so fascinating that I read this chapter twice beThat set me wondering about the extent to which a
framework may inhibit natural or intuitive coaching. The fore moving on.

More and more clients are seeking this deeper work and
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more and more coaches, in my experience, are acquiring
knowledge of psychological theory or, more valuable
still, experience of psychotherapeutic work to help them
meet that need. This book offers a comprehensive but
easy to understand exploration of various psychological
principles, which form the ground on which coaching
stands. I truly believe that all coaches should have this
knowledge and I can’t think of a better book to provide
it.

of potentially harmful corporate goals, and we should
not shrink from raising it. Recent events reinforce that.
The book concludes with a large and valuable section on
Supervision, Contracting and Ethics, possibly not the
most exciting subjects, but extremely important ones,
which deserve more attention than they normally get.
This chapter seems to cover every eventuality, and provides an excellent exposure of the issues with which all
coaches should be familiar.

Rostron cautiously avoids taking the full plunge into the
minefield of spirituality and greater life purpose in her
book, which is principally geared to business, although
she frequently alludes to it. She does not refer to what is
known as Transpersonal Psychology, though she provides a transpersonal imagery coaching exercise at the
start of Chapter 7. She might also have mentioned
transpersonal work in relation to cross cultural coaching
since much of Asia does not separate personal development from spiritual development as we do in our reductionist Western culture. They see the evolutionary journey of life as one continuum. We need to also, if we are
to work effectively with them, or on the deeper realms

The following chapter concerns Knowledge and Research, which is potentially the most controversial chapter in the book. I was delighted that the author acknowledged from the outset that research should be carried
out not just by academics, but by practitioners too. However the criteria demands of academic research are at
times so stifling that the whole project becomes downgraded to unrepresentative, if not worthless. The only
thing worse than our coaching profession being regulated by academics, would be if it were to be by politicians.
To avoid that ultimate disaster, we practitioners need to
collaborate with the academics, but not too much! I concede that academics may have an accumulation of
of ourselves.
knowledge (quantitative), but translating that into wisdom (qualitative) is something else, something that I
My experience is that more and more executives seeking
believe many practitioners may have more of. I say that
coaching want to address the issue of meaning and purbecause too much focus on the mind distracts from, and
pose in their lives, and that is further exacerbated by the
upsets the balance of, the whole system, the mind, body,
economic crisis, which has raised deeper questions for
emotions and spirit, that is the essence of wisdom.
many people. I believe that coaches will be expected to
Coaches need wisdom most.
have knowledge, skills, models and methods to address
these issues ever more in future. Without frightening
Finally there are the summaries and an appendix conpeople away with the term spirituality, this book never- taining information about competencies, a comprehentheless provides the perfect entry point, and an unstated sive bibliography and set of references. It is a very wellpointer towards transpersonal coaching.
crafted Handbook that could well be entitled, ‘Almost all
you ever want to know about coaching’.
I would have liked to have seen some reference to the
notion that when coaching executives, there may be oc- Sir John Whitmore PhD
casions on which their coaches’ knowledge of global is- Performance Consultants
sues such as economic uncertainty, environmental imjohnwhitmore@performanceconsultants.com
peratives, or social justice and wellbeing, may be crucial
# 2009, John Whitmore
to being able to ask the most pertinent coaching quesTo cite this article: Sir John Whitmore PhD (2009) Business coaching
tions.
These areas are seldom well enough understood by executives who are driven by more urgent but less important matters. In such cases their coach may need to
‘inform them’, in a coaching way, of course. I believe
that ultimately our responsibility to all of humanity takes
precedence over a business executive’s mindless pursuit
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Coaching For Performance (5th Edition)
By Sir John Whitmore PhD
Coaching delivers high performance in you, your team
and for your organisation.
Coaching for Performance is the definitive book for
coaches, leaders, talent managers and professionals
around the world. An international bestseller featuring
the influential GROW model, this book is the founding
text of the coaching profession. It explains why enabling
people to bring the best out of themselves is the key to
driving productivity, growth and engagement. A meaningful coaching culture has the potential to transform
the relationship between organisations and employees,
and to put both on the path to long-term success.
Written by coaching industry pioneer Sir John Whitmore
and Performance Consultants, the global market leaders
in performance coaching, this extensively revised and
extended edition will revolutionise the traditional approach to organisational culture. Brand new practical
exercises, corporate examples, coaching dialogues and a
glossary strengthen the learning process, while a crucial
new chapter demonstrates how to measure the benefits
of coaching as a return on investment, ensuring this
landmark new edition will remain at the forefront of professional coaching and leadership development.
Foreword to the 5th Edition by John McFarlane, Chairman of Barclays Plc

happen again.
When we reflect on what a company is, we tend to focus
on strategy, market leadership, financial performance,
and shareholder value. Frankly, while realistic and essential, this is all a bit technical and sterile. When finally I
became responsible for the company as a whole, and
was faced with the enormous complexity and uncertainty of steering a path to long-term success, I discovered
that a company is more than a business: it is an ecosystem with an enormous impact on individuals, businesses,
government, and society as a whole.

Leadership within extraordinary companies is based on
principles. There is a tangible difference between a system governed by principles and one controlled by rules.
Principles define the centre of gravity, or the ideal state,
or what is truly desired. Rules define the boundary of
what is acceptable and in many cases limit the growth of
what is possible. Running an organization by rules generally leads to a company operating at the boundary of
This brings two memories. The first is success, not only in what is tolerable, rather than fulfilling its potential. In
financial or market terms, but also in the creation of high this book, Sir John Whitmore and Performance Consultants wisely reveal how to use coaching to close that gap
-energy organizations with vibrant cultures, achieved
between what is only tolerable and what is possible in
through enlightened leadership and the release of the
both human and organizational performance.
previously untapped energy of thousands of people
across many countries. The second is sheer bewilderEmbracing principles requires a strong ethical and emoment as to why some companies faltered in the first
tional foundation and a long-term focus on the heart of
place, and the realization that fixing them, while neces- what a business is trying to achieve.
sary, is not sufficient – we need to make sure it can’t
It creates an environment where people are inspired to
It has been a privilege to participate in the development
of a number of the world’s most important companies,
firstly in the automotive sector, and ultimately leading
three major financial institutions both as CEO and chairman. Few were steady state though, ranging from rapid
growth situations to corporate recoveries requiring firm
and urgent resolution.
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learn, to succeed, to grow, and to do the right thing.

they can make their own unique contribution.

Outstanding companies focus on making a long-term and
lasting contribution to all their stakeholders, as well as
producing superior financial outcomes. Their leaders are
very clear on why their people should devote their working lives to the adventure, why a customer should deal
with them and not with another, why suppliers should
give them priority, why the community should trust
them, and why investors should choose them.

This is an age where humanity and community matter as
well as financial returns. Finding this foundation underpins a longer-term philosophy.

What we often forget, to the detriment of high performance, is our people and how we work together to
make a company great. It is our people who serve customers, who design, build, and deliver products, and
who create new ideas. It is our people who innovate and
produce results, who choose to contribute their energies
to a vision or cause beyond themselves.

As leaders, therefore, we need to take the actions necessary to earn long-term trust and commitment as a foundation for long-term value creation. Our actions and decisions must thus be socially beneficial, culturally desirable, ethically justifiable, economically feasible, ecologically responsible, and, above all, convincing and transparent.

Our responsibility as leaders is to create an exciting but
safe adventure for our people, worthy of them devoting
their lives to it. How people feel about working in the
organization and how passionate and engaged they are
in its agenda are what make the difference between
As a banker, I appreciate all too well that a company
good, great, and outstanding companies. Ultimately, our
needs to make a return; but what is clear today is that an inner mindset and our outer leadership style determine
organization is not simply a financial construction. A vi- how alive, energetic, and purposeful our organization is.
brant company is more than the sum of its parts and has
In this Fifth Edition of Coaching for Performance, Sir John
a higher purpose that governs all decisions within the
Whitmore and Performance Consultants shine a light on
firm.
what it takes to create high performance and unpick the
Those companies that find their unique place in the
myths around coaching. Leaders and employees the
world win over others that are not unique. Those with a world over are truly fortunate to benefit from their ensustainable reason for existing systematically win over
during impact on our working lives.
those who do not.
John McFarlane
I believe, like Sir John Whitmore himself, that each of us
Chairman, Barclays plc
is on this planet to make a contribution to the world in
our lifetime. People are searching for meaning and how Chairman, TheCityUK

We gratefully thank everyone who has contributed to our first
edition to make it a valuable, informative and thoughtprovoking resource.
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